WILTSHIRE & DISTRICT CC CH SHOW. 020716.
BETTY SHINGLETON.
My thanks to Jackie and Elaine, the Committee and whole team for
my invitation to judge, the very kind hospitality and a generally very
good day. To my steward Fiona Herman many thanks for all your
help, I thoroughly enjoyed my day with you.
GRAND CLASS – AC NON-SELF PERSIAN CHAMPION ADULT MALE.
1ST. CERT. W/H. THOMAS’S CH TALSHIAR FIRST IN LINE. PER n 03.
310715. Just eleven months old and showing excellent maturity.
Strong broad head, sadly a depression of the scull, hopefully as he
matures and the scull finishes its development this will improve – my
reason for not awarding the certificate. Very short broad nose
accentuated break, large nostrils and reasonable nose leather, cheeks
developing, strong rounded muzzle, ears held a little on top of head,
large expressive eyes showing good colour. Cobby body, short strong
boned legs and short balanced tail. Overall coat presentation very
good, just a little untidy around his legs, showing maximum colour –
jet black and glossy, sparkling white to inverted “V” on face, whit
collar and some white on legs. Very sweet temperament.
GRAND CLASS- AC NON-SELF PERSIAN CHAMPION ADULT FEMALE.
1ST. CERT. W/H. FAIRS CH FILOSELLE REBELHEART. PER gs.
260215. Another youngster very well grown in lovey condition, still
needing time to fully develop. Strong rounded scull, ears neatly
placed, short broad nose good break, large nostrils and nose leather,
cheeks developing, strong muzzle, sadly undershot jaw and
marginally off set, just too much for me today, my reason for not
awarding the certificate, again hopefully when she fully develops this
will improve and settle down. Ears very well set just a little open at
base, expressive eyes of good shape and colour. Cobby body in good
condition, short strong boned legs, balanced tail. Coat beautifully
presented, soft intermingling of pastel blue and cream, broken
colouring to face and feet – very attractive, showing light undercoat,
ear tufts silver.
No award. SMITH’S CH MARMELSTEIN FUDILUVFLOSSY . PER d 03.
230615. A very young girl – just over a year old. Overall small and
lightweight – just needing time to fully mature. Top of head a little

narrow with ears still quite large and open at base, scull depression
and undershot jaw, cheeks developing, firm chin, expressive eyes
showing good colour. Coat very well presented silky texture,
showing rich red and sparkling white, equally proportioned. Very
sweet temperament.
GRAND CLASS – AC NON-SELF PERSIAN PREMIER NEUTER MALE.
GRAND PREM.CERT. PERKINS PR TYTHERTON PRINCE CHARMING.
PER n 03. 200415. A young neuter boy showing very good maturity.
Balance head with strong broad rounded scull, ears well placed still
just a little large, short broad nose good break, large nostrils and
nose leather, cheeks very well developed, rounded muzzle,
expressive eyes colour still to fully developee. Very well grown, good
weight, short strong boned legs and balanced tail. Coat silky texture
and very well presented, perhaps just a little untidy under his arms!
Colouring almost equally proportioned, face showing sparkling white
and black, white to his legs and tummy, patches of white and jet
black. A very happy youngster.
GOLDEN PERSIAN ADULT FEMALE.
1ST. CC W/H. FORD’S KINDRED PANDORA. PER ny 12 64. A very shy
young girl, overwhelmed by her surroundings. Rounded scull, ears a
little large and pointed at present, large expressive eyes with black
eye liner, colour needing time to develop, nose slightly long showing
break, large nostrils and nose leather, cheeks and muzzle a little
weak. Overall good body size, just lacking the weight and condition
at this very difficult adolescent stage, strong bone, balanced tail. Coat
presentation not at its best, colouring needing time to develop, some
black tipping showing, the general effect just very pale.
TABBY /TORTIE-TABBY POINT BIRMAN ADULT MALE.
1ST. CC W/H. FROST’S SHALFOI OZZI OSWALD. SBI a 21. 200715.
I liked this young boy very much, nicely balanced head, scull strong
and rounded, ears just a little large – needing time to grow into them,
medium nose slight dip in profile, rounded cheeks, tapering to firm
muzzle and chin, expressive eyes showing good colour. Good
conformation and condition, strong bone, balanced tail. Today the
sternum felt to be extending longer than I would like, not having a
gentle convex curve as is usually the case, my reason for w/h the

certificate. I hope as he fully matures this will improve and not be a
problem. Very good coat texture and presentation, points showing
blue markings on a pale agouti ground colour. Good gloves and
gauntlets.
SIBERIAN NEUTER MALE.
BOB. DAWES PR ALCHEMIST LITTLEBOY BLUE. SIB a 03 21. 180814
A young boy very much at the adolescent stage just needing time to
fully develop, much more relaxed out of the pen and very happy to be
judged. Short broad wedge with rounded contours, slightly rounded
muzzle and chin, good bite, nose of uniform with slight concave curve
at the bridge of the nose, cheekbones set low very broad and
connected by a gentle rounded line to the whisker pads and chin.
Very good width between ears of medium size, rounded at the tips,
large eyes slightly oval shaped. Large strong body in lovely
condition, broad chest short strong neck, medium length legs
substantial bone, balanced tail. Coat very well presented, not at its
winter density at present.
SIBERIAN NEUTER FEMALE.
1ST. PC. DAWES ALCHEMIST BOPEEP. SIB a 03 21. 180814. Litter
sister to my boy, very feminine and as such not carrying the
substance and development. Head needing time to broaden, ears
quite large and held a little close together, expressive eyes good
shape and size, profile showing slight concave curve at the bridge of
the nose, nose uniform width, muzzle fairly broad, shallow chin, Low
set cheeks bones connected by gentle rounded line to the whisker
pads. Very good condition and conformation medium legs with
substantial bone, balanced tail. Coat reasonably dense some
undercoat, not at its full winter density, a little untidy. A lovely
temperament.
2ND. JAMES ESAYA WYTCHCAT. SIB n 22. 050815. A very young girl,
just short of eleven months old, very much a “Kitten Cat” and needing
time to develop. Large ears a little close together, large expressive
eyes, cheeks and muzzle just not fully developed, nose a little narrow.
Very good strong substantial bone and in very good condition. Coat
quite short, very well presented, really springy texture and feel.
Sweet youngster.

OCICAT ADULT MALE.
BOB.CAUNTER’S G CH THICKTHORN BALTI. OCI b. 100415. Such a
sweet youngster although just a little overwhelmed by his
surroundings. Overall well balanced head, modified wedge, slight dip
to profile, well defined muzzle definite suggestion of squarness, firm
chin broad level bite, slight whisker break. Alert ears quite large and
well set, large expressive almond shaped eyes. Good conformation
and condition for age, legs of good substance and balanced tail. Coat
short, satiny and well presented, clearly defined facial markings, well
defined chocolate colured spotting on pale copper agouti ground
colour, showing “bulls-eye” pattern. A pleasure to judge.

